
Kitchen Sink

Accessories 

ALEX GROUP AUS PTY LTD
www.alexgroupaus.com.au

WARRANTY
ALEX GROUP AUS PTY LTD is made to the highest industry standards and quality, referring to table below for warranty periods.

CONDITIONS:
1. Installation is made by a LICENSED tradesman.  
2. Failure derives from a fault in the quality of the product. 
3. Proof of purchase should be provided when making a claim.
4. The product should be installed properly. 
5. This warranty does not cover scratching or normal wear and tear, as these are not manufacturing faults.

To fullest extent under the law, ALEX GROUP AUS PTY LYD is not liable for damage to any person or property and 
any indirect consequence or other loss, ALEX GROUP AUS PTY LYD liability does not include the cost of installation 
or removal of any product and no warranty will be supplied if damage occurs during or after INSTALLATION or 
a damaged or incorrect part has been installed. The warranty does not cover the issue by improper installation, 
accidents, misuse, abuse and negligence, installation or part installation by the purchaser or any person other than a 
LICENCED TRADESPERSON. Must avoid contact with hard sharp objects due to the nature of stainless steel material 
it can be SCRATCHED with normal day to day use this is not covered by warranty. Don't use Harsh cleaning products 
that contain chlorides and halides eg ( Bromine, Lodine and Fluorine). Don't use Hydrochloric Acid (HC) for cleaning 
this will lead to pitting and stress corrosion cracking (SCC).

25 years replacement product or parts.

 1 year replacement product.

SINK COLLECTIONS

SINK



XENIA SINKS FOR EVERY 
EXCEPTIONAL EVENT
Where Sophistication meets Simplicity
to complete the centrepiece of your home
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Our Story
In 2013, a vanity company was born in Victoria named Aulic Bathrooms.

We have grown our portfolio of products and renamed it to The Alex Group 

Australia. We now stock brand products such as the Aulic Vanities, Lafeme 

Smart Toilets and the Xenia Collection.

Our passion is providing and supplying customers with expertly crafted vanities 

and modern, luxurious cistern-less bidet toilets.

Featuring high-quality and technological designs, our modern products have 

been engineered for the Australian lifestyle, with the added factors of comfort, 

convenience and touch for our customers.

We value and maintain a sharp focus on what is important to our customers, 

which is:

Service, value and quality with practical designs for everyday living.

Admire Skills and Craftsmanship
Take care of your and your family's health in all aspects

DENSE NANO COATING
LONG-LASTING USE 
BRIGHT AS NEW
 
The surface is covered with 

nano-coating, which is not afraid 

of the corrosion of acid lemon juice.

It is not easy to cause whitening 

and fading after long-term use, 

and it is as bright as new.

Anti oil stain, clean after washing

Easy to clean and high temperature resistant

NOISE REDUCTION 

Thickened mute pad 
Anti condensation layer

GERMAN CRAFT 

Fine drawing 
Oil resistant 

HANDMADE 

Hand made 
Excellent quality

DIVERSION DESIGN 

The current is swift

DEEPENING TROUGH 

More capacity

FILLET DESIGN 

Cleaning is more convenient
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MINIMALISM

Versatile mounting
Advised installation methods

We recommend to consult a professional for sink cut out and installation.

DROP-IN MOUNT

FLUSH MOUNT

UNDER MOUNT

Note: Clips for under and drop-in/flush mount and stone cutout template are included.

Bench top

Bench top

Bench top
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PALERMO

06
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NANO SILVERNANO SILVER

XEHS-4545NS XEHS-8545ND

XEHS-5545NS

XEHS-6845NS

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  450*450*250mm
· Finish:  Nano silver

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  850*450*250mm
             (50/50)
· Finish:  Nano silver

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  550*450*250mm
· Finish:  Nano silver

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  680*450*250mm
· Finish:  Nano silver

Pictured: Flush mount

NOISE REDUCTION 

Thickened mute pad 
Anti condensation layer

SMART CLEAN NANO 
SILVER TECHNOLOGY 

Oil and stain resistant
Take care of family health

GERMAN CRAFT 

Fine drawing 
Oil resistant 

HANDMADE 

Hand made 
Excellent quality

DIVERSION DESIGN 

The current is swift

DEEPENING TROUGH 

More capacity

FILLET DESIGN 

Cleaning is more convenient Warm lighting, the New Xenia Sink! 
there you see it.
Its serenity in your kitchen, every detail 
dedicates your specific taste and shows 
your outstanding knowledge to modern 
lifestyle in a fashionable looking kitchen.

★ Colander Included ★ Colander Included 
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FLORENCE
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NANO BLACKNANO BLACK

Pictured: Under mount

NOISE REDUCTION 

Thickened mute pad 
Anti condensation layer

SMART CLEAN NANO 
BLACK TECHNOLOGY 

Oil and stain resistant
Take care of family health

GERMAN CRAFT 

Fine drawing 
Oil resistant

HANDMADE 

Hand made 
Excellent quality

DIVERSION DESIGN 

The current is swift

DEEPENING TROUGH 

More capacity

FILLET DESIGN 

Cleaning is more convenient

XEHS-4545BS XEHS-7845BD

XEHS-6045BS

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  450*450*250mm
· Finish:  Nano black

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  780*450*250mm
             (50/50)
· Finish:  Nano black

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  600*450*250mm
· Finish:  Nano black

Concise and Convincing lines define the 
look of this room, dark colours can look 
dignified and formal which can give you the 
perception of space and freedom which 
is calming and relaxing with the feeling of 
warmth in a Contemporary kitchen.

★ Colander Included ★ Colander Included 
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RAVENNA

15
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SATINSATIN

Pictured: Drop-in mount

NOISE REDUCTION 

Thickened mute pad 
Anti condensation layer

GERMAN CRAFT 

Fine drawing 
Oil resistant 

HANDMADE 

Hand made 
Excellent quality

DIVERSION DESIGN 

The current is swift

DEEPENING TROUGH 

More capacity

FILLET DESIGN 

Cleaning is more convenient

XEHS-4545S XEHS-7645D

XEHS-7845DXEHS-5045S

XEHS-6045S

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  450*450*250mm
· Finish:  Satin

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  760*450*250mm
             (60/40)
· Finish:  Satin

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  780*450*250mm
             (50/50)
· Finish:  Satin

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  500*450*250mm
· Finish:  Satin

· Material:  Stainless steel 304
· Size:  600*450*250mm
· Finish:  Satin

Trying to reach a balance between 
functionality and aesthetics these Xenia sinks
embody your personal needs and wants, 
unique and simple in appearance with 
quality and perfection. 
This is the Smart choice for the most 
important room in your life! The Kitchen, 
Xenia sinks


